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Abstract: A group of interconnected servers with the responsibility of delivering resources to the end users by following ‘pay 

as you use ‘model constitutes a cloud system. As the cloud system grows, work load handled at the servers (or hosts) 

increases drastically. There should have a proper load balancing methods so that work load generated by the clients can be 

distributed smoothly across all servers. Load balancing across all servers is maintained by virtual machine migration. Cloud 

providers have to ensure the fast execution of jobs by implementing the methods of load balancing and thereby achieving 

quick response of submitted tasks and maximal utilization of hosted resources. This paper makes a study on the concepts 

associated with load balancing scenarios. The objective of this paper is to present the load balancing techniques in a simpler 

way and to analyze the issues of load distribution. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

On-demand delivery of computing resources over the internet implies cloud computing. Computing resources include 

memory, storage, CPU, bandwidth etc. Instead of installing all softwares and hardwares on your PC, you will get it as a service 

from a company (cloud provider) over the internet and you have to pay (or free) for the use of those resources. Amazon, Citrix, 

Google, Microsoft etc. are the major cloud providers. Cloud interface softwares like web browser allow a user to connect to the 

system of cloud. Gmail, Yahoo etc. are following the concepts of cloud computing. We can login to our mail account from our 

PC, but the actual storage of data is made at a remote server. 

According to the publication titled “The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing” by NIST (US), a cloud system is having five 

essential characteristics: resource pooling, on-demand self service, rapid elasticity, broad network access, and measured service. 

The cloud computing resource models are Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS) [1]. The major resources managed at the SaaS layer are subscription based (on-demand) business applications, 

web services, multimedia, PPM applications etc. The giant providers of these resources are Google Apps, Gmail, 

Salesforce.com etc. Paas layer provides webservers, development tools, databases etc. Microsoft Azure, Google App Engine, 

force.com are PaaS providers. Storage systems, physical servers, virtual machines and networks are managed by IaaS layer. 

Amazon, GoGrid, Rackspace etc. are IaaS providers. Cloud system can function mainly in three ways: public cloud, private and 

hybrid cloud. Virtualization is the main functional component of cloud computing. It allows us to create multiple virtual 

machines within a host. Hypervisor is the software used to create virtual machines within a host. Available physical resources 

are shared by the created virtual machines. We can consider virtual machines as the processing units in cloud environment. The 

jobs generated from client side are submitted to the virtual machines and the resource requirement of jobs should meet at the 

assigned virtual machines. Sometimes virtual machines get overloaded, then tasks must be removed from overloaded virtual 
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machines to undeloaded virtual machines [2] to distribute the load equally across all virtual machines. This is a review paper 

and it simply explains the concepts of load balancing in cloud environment. 

II. LOAD BALANCING CONCEPTS 

Load balancing is the process of distributing load across all servers such that no server should get overwhelmed with jobs 

or tasks. A cloud datacenter holds a set of servers (or hosts). Whenever a client made a request to do a particular job, then the 

request is directed to a server with sufficient resources to do that job. The request in turn is handled by a suitable virtual 

machine running on it. As the requests raised by clients increases, the load on the server also increases. Work load of a server 

simply means the number of running tasks on that server and the load on the server varies dynamically.  

Resources are allocated dynamically to the applications based on the requirements. Overload comes when the resource 

demands of virtual machines where applications are running go beyond the threshold value of resources utilization. Each 

resource can be assigned a threshold value, indicting the maximum percentage of utilization. If the utilization or simply usage of 

a resource in a server exceeds its threshold value, then, it indicates a situation of overload in that server. Suppose CPU threshold 

is set to be 92% in a server. Whenever the CPU usage (CPU utilization) in that server goes beyond 92%, we can say the server 

is overloaded. High resource demands in a server make a situation of overload. 

When a server is overloaded, i.e., tasks take long waiting time to get processed due to shortage of free resources for 

execution, then live migration of virtual machines is the only solution. We can call an overloaded server as a hotspot [3]. 

Consider a simple load balancing scenario [1]: 

 
 

Suppose we have two servers (Server_1 and Server_2) running in a cloud datacenter. Four virtual machines (VM_1, VM_2, 

VM_3, VM_4) running on each server. The letter ‘T’ denotes the number of tasks (load) waiting in the queue at a virtual 

machine. Assume that Server_1 is overloaded since it is having so many tasks waiting to be processed and definitely the CPU 

utilization must be greater than its threshold. As it is clear from the figure that Server_2 is running smoothly by properly 

distributing load across all virtual machines and say it is undeloaded, that is all resource utilization lie beneath the level of its 

corresponding threshold. To reduce the load of Server_1, migration of virtual machines must be performed. A suitable virtual 

machine from Server_1 must be found so that it can be migrated to an underloaded server. From this situation, it is clear that 

VM_1 of Server_1 is the best one to be transferred from it since it is loaded with many number of tasks. After finding an 

overloaded virtual machine, here it is VM_1, migrate it to an underloaded server (Server_1). 

 Migration process [4] considers the following aspects: 

1. A server can be labeled as overloaded if its resource utilization (CPU usage, memory usage, number of tasks etc.) 

exceeds its corresponding threshold values. 

2. Consider all servers labeled with overloaded, make a sorted list on the virtual machines running on the servers based 

on load.  The virtual machine (VM) that comes first in the list is the one which is loaded heavily with tasks. This list 

gives an  order to select a virtual machine for migration. 
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3. Migrate the VM from an overloaded host to a suitable under loaded host using pre-copy or post-copy method 

4. A destination server should not be overloaded after accepting a virtual machine from an overloaded host. 

5. Ensures that the cost of migration is minimum 

Migration of virtual machines causes the load on the server to get reduced. 

III. MIGARTION OF VIRTUAL MACHINES 

Virtualization softwares like Xen, VMware etc. allow to create multiple virual machines within a physical host. Each virual 

machine is designed with its own operating system and a set of applications running on it. All the virual machines share the 

underlying hardware and having virual resources like CPU, memory etc. provisioned by an abstraction layer created by the 

hypervisor. Encapsulation and hardware independence are the two important properties of a virtual machine. Due to these 

properties, a VM can be migrated easily from one host to another. 

Migration of virtual machines should not be visible to an end user. If migration takes longer time due to some reason, then 

the user may feel service unavailability and that is unacceptable. Migration is done in such a way that it must reduce downtime. 

Process level migration faces so many difficulties. Now virtual machine migration is a good alternative to it since we migrate an 

entire OS and its applications as a single unit. Virtual machine migration also allows consistent memory (i.e. pages) transfer 

from one host to another. The stages of migration include [5] pre-Migration, Reservation, Iterative pre-copy, Stop-and-Copy, 

Commitment and Activation. The live migration [6] as opposed to ‘stop and copy’, which involves VM halting, copying 

memory pages from source host, and restarting new VM in destination, has the advantage to copy an entire VM unit (OS and its 

applications) with approximately zero downtime. 

The cost of virtual machine live migration in cloud environment [6] is acceptable but cannot be disregarded, especially in 

systems where service availability and responsiveness are governed by strict Service Level Agreements (SLAs). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Load balancing in a cloud environment is an inevitable procedure to be followed. Whenever a server gets overloaded, we 

can use the method of virtual machine migration to reduce the load. Load balancing attempts to improve the response time of 

the tasks submitted by the clients. Cloud computing is a very vast technology. Load balancing is the most challenging issue 

associated with it. There is a large scope to develop much more efficient algorithms in balancing the cloud load and thereby 

achieving speedy processing of client requests. 
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